How a State agency is
putting people first by
focusing on using data,
instead of collecting it.
Many government agencies share the same problem—
balancing work that actively fulfills the agency’s
mission with time-hungry data collection and
reporting activities.

Key Results

In order to meet legislative priorities and collect
information needed for mission work, agencies often
have to choose between building data reporting
systems themselves, while navigating a time-consuming
procurement process, or manually entering data.

• Freed 4 employees
for mission work,
approximately 1500 hours
of work per year.

This problem inspired M Corp to create MissionNXT,
a customizable data reporting service that meets
the needs of the public sector. A State agency
adopted the platform and has subsequently
eliminated 10,000 paper forms per year and moved
four full-time employees from data collection to
mission-oriented work.
https://missionnxt.com/

• Eliminated 10,000 paper
forms per year

• Solution ready in 5 months

For more information, please contact Tom Larson toml@the-mcorp.com

The Problem
The agency had a mission focused on managing
natural resources. However, they had a herculean
task of data collection diverting vital resources and
skilled staff away from their core missions. A single
program focused on marine resources produced
10,000 paper forms per year, and required a team
of four clerical staff to enter the data.
Improving efficiency for the marine resources
program proved challenging for the agency. They
had access to internal resources, but the project
was too small to warrant quick attention. Similarly,
the agency members knew that the traditional

procurement process would be time-consuming
and costly. It could be a couple of years before they
had a functioning product and they might not even
be able to own the data stored in it.
With reams of forms and data to manage,
an overburdened department and sluggish
procurement processes hobbling progress at every
turn, an automated, web-based data solution would
be a huge boon for the agency. It was a solution
that seemed out of reach.
Until MissionNXT arrived.

“For us it was super important to have secure data, accurate data, and
access to that data... We can look at our data in the ways that we need
to and... It's been an amazing change.”
Maurya Falkner is a Special Advisor and former Environmental Program Manager for
a State agency focused on resources management. She has worked with and advised
this agency since 1996 and coordinated new research, laws and regulations, and
technical solutions statewide. In that time she’s experienced the difference between
ordering data reporting solutions under the old government procurement model and
working with MissionNXT’s data reporting service. Using MissionNXT, she’s helped her
program transform a paper-intensive, antiquated data management system to a userfriendly, online solution.

“We’re not in the business of building web apps, we’re in business of
regulating... and that’s where we ought to have our attention.”
As Assistant Executive Officer, David Brown was in charge of all staff at a State
agency where he had worked for 36 years. Previously at the same agency, Brown
served as CIO, leading the way to modernize as many systems as possible. With a
limited staff, he kept most software solutions mainstream and jobbed out specialty
work as needed. When it was time to change one of the agency’s marine programs’
systems, he tried MissionNXT’s new data reporting service. Under this new model he
was able to save staff time and effort while freeing public users of the program from
paper forms.
https://missionnxt.com/

For more information, please contact Tom Larson toml@the-mcorp.com

Working with the agency, MissionNXT designed an
online form and data management system that
saved countless hours and opened opportunities
for more mission work. Since MissionNXT is a
customizable data reporting service, the agency
did not have to go through the traditional
procurement process. Additionally, the agency
didn’t have to pay for their custom solution until it
went live, thanks to MissionNXT’s commitment to
no upfront configuration costs.
MissionNXT created several solutions for the
agency. They built online and backend forms, so
public constituents could submit information for
the marine resources program. MissionNXT also

built a data dashboard for agency members. These
assets eliminated the need for paper forms and
allowed the agency to more easily manage their
data.
To accomplish this, agency program managers
and users collaborated with the MissionNXT team
to determine functionality. Risk assessment was
conducted using design sprint processes. System
configuration was developed incrementally. Costly
procurement procedures were taken out of the
equation entirely, affording the agency the ability
to consider various options without absorbing the
risk of sunk costs.

The Results
For a government program working within a tight
budget, MissionNXT was a gamechanger. The
platform enabled the agency to deliver services
with speed, agility, and dynamism. Rather than
being hampered by gathering data, the agency
could focus on meaningful program work.
Using MissionNXT’s solution, the agency is able to
create a positive government experience through
three key values:
•

Speed of service. Shifted communications and
data intake to meet legislative priorities.

•

Staff empowerment. By removing the burden
of data collection, staff resources are focused

•

Constituent experience. With the ability to
make enhancements quickly, constituents
needs are met.

https://missionnxt.com/

By pivoting from a burdensome paperwork and
legacy modernization format, the agency is now
focused on mission fulfilment. Staff members are
no longer suffering from low morale induced by
monotonous data gathering tasks. Four critical staff
members have been redirected from data capture
and posted to mission fulfillment roles. Several
associates were even able to publish scientific
reports for the first time in years, thanks to the
additional time and data available to them.
Additionally, because staff were involved in each
step of the development process, the agency
has ownership over a system they helped design
from the ground up. They are able to update
the platform according to need and devise new
solutions for new problems.
With MissionNXT, government
departments are stepping into a
bright future. Failure and risk are
a thing of the past.
For more information, please contact Tom Larson toml@the-mcorp.com

